Classical Garden Gazebo
Assembly Instructions

No. 2222 Basic Unit w/ Optional Inserts
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Henri Studio

Classical Garden Gazebo
Assembly Instructions

Henri Studio’s Classical Garden Gazebo is a traditional cast stone design
comprised of classic architectural columns and elements, crowned by a delicately
fashioned cupola of complex metal work. Optional balustrades, benches, and
planters can also be added in various combinations for custom design flexibility.
Henri’s Classical Garden Gazebo creates a formal garden destination, a compelling
focal point that captures the magic of the landscape.
The No. 2222 Classical Garden Gazebo is a basic unit featuring six base plates,
six columns, six headers, and a four-piece metal cupola. In addition, up to five
spaces between the columns may be filled with any one or combination of three
optional elements: the four-piece Balustrade (railing) unit (No. 2223); the threepiece Bench unit (No. 2224); or the one-piece Planter (No. 8222).
Note: The total weight of the basic Classical Garden Gazebo is over 5300 lbs
(2415 Kg). Appropriate lifting machinery should be used for installation, and all
proper safety procedures should be followed. We recommend the use of burlap
or other padding to protect the item finish from scratching or damage during
assembly.

Parts
6
6
6
1
6
6
24
24
6
16
16
16

2222B Gazebo Base Plates
2222C Gazebo Columns
2222H Gazebo Headers
2222D Metal Cupola (4 identical sections)
Metal Base Pipes
Large Metal Straps (9 inches long), for joining headers
Large Strap Bolts (1 inch long), for large and small metal straps
Large Washers (7/8 inch diameter), for large and small metal straps
Small Metal Straps (4 ½ inches long), for securing metal cupola to headers
Small Bolts (7/8 inch long), for joining metal cupola sections
Small Washers, for joining metal cupola sections
Small Nuts, for joining metal cupola sections
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Site Selection
Site for the Classical Garden Gazebo must be level. The basic shape of the unit
and base is a hexagon, and one side of the hexagon will function as the open
doorway to the gazebo interior. Plan to face this side as desired.
If installing the gazebo on a solid surface, ensure that the surface is level and able
to support the overall weight of the unit. If installing the gazebo on lawn or
ground, ensure that an appropriate foundation or footing is used. Dig the footing to
the appropriate depth (Fig. 1 & 2), at least 18 to 24 inches, deeper in areas of
extreme frost. Either pour concrete to form the footing, or use gravel. In either
case, fill the footing excavation and make level (Fig 3). Once the footing is
created, lay the six base plates into position as shown, taking care not to damage
corners when pushing into position (Fig. 4).
If planning to install lighting to illuminate the interior of the gazebo from either
the top of the columns or from the cupola, this is the time to consider electrical
wiring. Columns are hollow, with conduit channel for such wiring which may be
pulled up through the bottom of one or more columns. Follow all local electrical
codes.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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Assembly of Basic Gazebo Unit
With base plates positioned, carefully place a column onto the base plate as shown,
protecting base plate with padding to avoid damage (Fig. 5). Insert a metal base
pipe into the base of the column and tap in firmly (Fig. 5). Now lift into position,
guiding the bottom pipe into the center of the joined base plates.
Once three columns have been positioned, place a header atop the first two
columns, over the top metal pipes as shown (Fig. 6), using appropriate lifting gear.
Place the second header atop the second and third columns. Join the two headers
using the long 9-inch metal straps and 1-inch bolts and washers as shown (Fig.7).
Hand tighten only at this point.
Continue to add columns and headers as above, assembling with metal straps, until
assembly is complete. Use wedges under columns if required.
Once all six columns and headers are satisfactorily positioned, tighten bolts fully.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7
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The metal cupola may be installed in either of two ways. If appropriate lifting
equipment is available, assemble the four cupola pieces on the ground to make a
complete unit. Join the sections using the smaller 7/8 inch nuts, bolts, and washers,
through the holes in the sides of the cupola sections. When unit is assembled, lift
into place atop the headers. Then, secure cupola to headers using the smaller 4 ½
inch straps and 1 inch bolts and washers.
Alternately, each section may be individually lifted to the top of the header, and
assembled on top. For this approach, place the first cupola section into position
atop the header and fasten using the smaller 4 ½ inch long metal strap and two
1 inch bolts and washers as shown (Fig. 8). Follow the same procedure for the
second section, fixing both sections together with the smaller 7/8 inch nuts, bolts
and washers through the holes in the sides of the cupola sections. Hand tighten
only. Repeat this procedure until the four sections are joined. When the cupola is
satisfactorily placed, tighten all bolts (Fig.9).

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Addition of Optional Inserts
With the Basic Gazebo Unit
assembled (Fig. 10), up to five
spaces between the columns
may be filled with any one or
combination of three elements
as shown on the next page.

Fig. 10
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No. 2223 four-piece Balustrade (railing) unit (Fig. 11 & 12): Place the three
balusters (pedestals) in line between the columns as shown, and carefully slide the
top railing between the columns on onto the pedestals.

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

No. 2224 three-piece Bench unit (Fig. 13 & 14): Place the two pedestals as shown
and carefully slide the bench top between the columns and onto the pedestals.

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

No. 8222 one-piece Planter (Fig. 15): Simply place between the columns.

Fig. 15
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1 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
This consumer warranty extends to the original consumer purchase of any
HENRI STUDIO, Inc. product (hereinafter referred to as the “Product”).
WARRANTY DURATION: This Product is warranted to the original consumer
purchase of a period of 1 year from the original purchase.
WARRANTY COVERAGE: HENRI STUDIO, INC. warrants to the original
Consumer Purchaser that any Product of its manufacture is as represented in its
catalogue and is free from defects in material and workmanship. THIS
WARRANTY IS VOID IF THE PRODDUCT HAS BEEN DAMAGED BY
ACCIDENT UNREASONABLE USE, NEGLIGENCE, IMPROPER SERVICE,
FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED WITH THE
PRODUCT OR OTHER CAUSE NOT ARISING OUT OF DEFECTS IN
MATERIAL OR WORKMANSHIP.
HENRI STUDIO, INC. is not responsible for Products cracked or damaged due
to exposure to freezing temperatures.
This warranty shall not apply in any manner to parts or accessories not
manufactured by HENRI STUDIO, INC.
WARRANTY PERFORMANCE: During the above 1 year warranty period,
HENRI STUDIO, INC. shall repair or replace with a comparable model, any
Product, or component thereof, which may prove defective under normal use and
proper care, and which our examination shall disclose to our satisfaction to be
thus defective, when the product is returned, shipping to and from prepaid to:
HENRI STUDIO, LLC., 1250 Henri Drive, Wauconda, IL 60084
Other than the shipping requirement no charge will be made for such repair or
replacement of in-warranty Products. HENRI STUIO, INC. strongly
recommends that you insure the Product for value prior to mailing.
WARRANTY DISCLAIMERS: ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARISING
OUT OF THIS SALE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE IMITED IN DURATION TO THE ABOVE
1 YEAR PERIOD. HENRI STUDIO, INC. SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR
LOSS OR USE OF THE PRODUCT OR OTHER CONSEQUENTIAL OR
INCIDENTAL COSTS, EXPENSES OR DAMAGES INCURRED BY THE
CONSUMER OF ANY OTHER USE.
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied warranties or
consequential or incidental damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may
not apply to you.
LEGAL REMEDIES: This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you
may also have other rights, which may vary, from state to state.
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